Avoiding duplicate records in BANNER

When you are entering new person or non-person information in BANNER, it is critically important that you perform a thorough search of the database BEFORE entering the information. **This is to make sure that the person or non-person does not already have a record in the system.** Entering a duplicate record causes all kinds of problems; it is very difficult to detect duplicate records until they cause a problem, and we want to preserve as much data integrity on the front end as we can.

The rule of thumb to follow is that **you should always assume that the person or non-person you need to enter already has a record in BANNER.** Your job is to find that record using all available search methods; only after a thorough search has been conducted should you enter the new record.

The following steps should be taken whenever entering new person or non-person information into PPAIDEN, SPAIDEN, FOAIDEN, or RPAIDEN.

1. If you are entering a person and have a social security number, enter that into the ID field. If a record already exists with that social security number, the person's name will populate into the field. This is good way to avoid duplicate SSN's in the system. If you are entering a non-person and have an idea of what the vendor code would be, enter that and see if anything comes up.

2. If you do get a match on the SSN or vendor ID, do a check into the personal and/or address information to verify that the record you've found belongs to the person you think it does and not just a person or non-person with the same name. If the addresses and/or birthdate matches, for example, chances are the person is indeed the one you're looking for. If there isn't enough data in the form you're in to determine that, check form GUASYST to see what part of BANNER contains information on that record.

3. If nothing comes up for either SSN or the vendor code (or if the personal data doesn't match), click on the ID button in the key block to get to your query form. Perform a last name or entity name query using the exact spelling of the name of the person or non-person you are about to enter. If the entire name brings up no records, perform a search on sections of the name using sections of the name and the % wildcard symbol.

4. An area that creates a lot of duplicates is foreign names. Always do at least two searches for foreign names, using what you think is the last name as both the last name AND the first name in two separate searches (this step should also be used with people who have a last name that is also a common first name).

5. **Above all, don't rush.** The extra time you take at the beginning will be well worth it. It can be difficult to force yourself to perform the searches and querying necessary when you have a pile of data entry that needs to be done, but patience now means a lot less hassle later.

If you enter data in Banner, please read the AAMU Procedure (i.e, Policy) on creating Duplicate Records in Banner at: [http://www.aamu.edu/banner/docs/Procedure_5.2_Prevention_of_Duplicate_Records.pdf](http://www.aamu.edu/banner/docs/Procedure_5.2_Prevention_of_Duplicate_Records.pdf)